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sets. There is overwhelming evidence that the current organisation of our economies and
societies is seriously damaging biological ecosystems and human living conditions in the short
term, with potentially catastrophic effects in the long term. The need to re-organise the daily
activities with the greatest impact – energy consumption, transport, housing – towards a more
efficient and sustainable development model has recently been raised in the public debate on
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several global, environmental issues. Above all, this requires the mismatch between global,
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societal and individual needs to be addressed. Recent advances in Information and
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collective level to achieve this aim. Based on the findings of the collaborative research network
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Communication Technologies (ICT) can trigger important transitions at the individual and
EveryAware the following developments among the emerging ICT technologies are discussed in
depth in this volume: • Participatory sensing – where ICT development is pushed to the level
where it can support informed action at the hyperlocal scale, providing capabilities for
environmental monitoring, data aggregation and mining, as well as information presentation
and sharing.
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